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4r* Ms ,Tosado - Hernandez:

.EncleSed please find the recommended decision of the hearing officer . in
ther:A1bOVe.appeal: She held a fair hearing on the appeal of Your
CIient -r.b eligibility deterMination.
The hearing officer's recommended decision made findings of fact,
PropOsed conclusions of law and a recommended decision, After
reviewing the hearing officer's recommended decision, I find that it is
in accordance with the law and with DMR regulations and therefore adopt
its:findings of fact, conclusions of law and reasoning as my own. Your
appeal is therefore denied.

you, or any person aggrieved by this decision may appeal to the
Superior Court in accordance with G.L. c. 39A. The regulations
governing the appeal process are 115 CMR 6.30-6.34 and 801 CMR ]_.01 -1.04
Sincer y,
4411
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that in this eineamstme the Full Scale IQ score. should not be renoiled.
Dr. Costigan testified that his determination of ineligibility was based on the results
of three psychological tests. The first test dated February 7, 1996 showed a Verb
IQ of 52 which is the extremely low range and a Performance IQ score of 80 w
is in the low average range. Dr. Costigan testified that these scores are consistent
with a verbal learning disability. He stated that most mentally retarded incliVi
Would not score in the average range with the exception of those who have aegOo'
memory and a capacity for copying. These individuals would score higher on
Arithmetic, Digit Span, Coding and SyMbol Search. He testified that this is a rare
exceptionand that most mentally retarded individuals do not score in the average
range in either the verbal or the performance areas. He stated that the Appellant
does not fall into this exception, and noted that on all of her tests, her verbal,Scores
are incredibly impoverished while her 110B - Terbal scores range from the lower end
of the low average range to solidly 'in the average mtge. He stated that ell three tests
that`he reviewed are strikingly similar. (Dl3)
Dr. Costigan testified relative to the :Psychological Evaluation performed by
Karam, PhD He pointed out that there was a 48 point difference between the
Verbal and she Performance IQ scores. He stated that it was striking that the
Appellant's Pe/forma-nee IQ score went from an 80 to a 98. This could be due
to Tier more stable living environment. Her Coding Subtest went from a 2 to a 7.
(D12)
Dr. Cosiigan testified relative to the Psychological AsseSsment performed by Olen.
Doyle, Ph.D„ He stated the Appellant'S scores on this assessment show an
incredibly sinailar pattern. He stated that the Appellant's Perceptual Organiation
Index of 99 is in the 47th pereentile compared to the general population. (D10)
Dr. Costigan stated that his decision in this case was based 011 the Appellant's
cognitive :functioning. He alsto stated that the Appellant's adaptive functioning is
.
significantly impaired. He based this determination on two adaptive funroning
evaluations. One was contained in the Psychological Evaluation dated September
l6, 2603. On this assessment, the Appellant received an adaptive functioning
Composite of 44. DMR also Completed an adaptive fanctioning evaluation.
On this assessment - the AB.S-II, the Appellant was found to have a general
adaptive composite of 57 which Dr. Costigan testified is the extremely low range.
2 and D10)
Dr. Costigan stated that the Appellant is a young woman who has incurred an
enorinous amount of trauma and has a significant neurolOgically language based
learning disability that impairs her in a number of capacities. She has a significant
Strength in non-verbal functioning. Those skills will help her in vocational trades.
She will have challenges in the verbal domain.. He concluded that he does not
:meet the criteria for a diagnosis of inental retardation ecati,k. lieu` non vei b
functioning in solidly in the average range. Dr. Costigan opined that the Appellaht
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